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Summary Report 
Cracking the Code: Understanding Zoning for Homeowners 

The third event in the Zoning Redesign series took place on November 29th, 2017 and focused on 
Newton’s Zoning Ordinance for single- and two-family homes. With over 90 people in attendance, this 
event had the highest turnout yet in the series, perhaps because the majority of Newton is single- and 
two-family residential. The event followed the standard format used in the series where City staff 
presented on Zoning 101 and then spoke to the content relevant to zoning for homeowners. Staff then 
facilitated a few clarifying questions before breaking into smaller discussion groups where attendees 
delved into more detail on the presentation materials and provided feedback. At the end of the event 
each table shared one important or new idea that was generated by their discussion. Ahead of the 
event, the project team released an informational sheet which provided the basic structure of the 
presentation. This is appended to the end of this summary report. 

Zoning proposals on four ways to make zoning for homeowners  

The presentation on Zoning for Homeowners began with a summary of the objectives that are aimed for 
in Zoning Redesign with regard to single- and two-family zoning.  Through this re-write process, the 
future zoning ordinance should be easy to use and administer by homeowners, elected officials, staff, 
and other real estate stakeholders. By providing clear guidance on what a homeowner can do through 
zoning will help people understand how zoning affects them and their property.  An objective is to 
provide homeowners with reasonable ability to modify a property to meet their changing needs. Finally, 
zoning should ensure that changes to individual properties respect the context of the neighborhood. 

The reality of meeting all of these objectives requires that Newton’s stakeholders grapple with the need 
for zoning to strike the right balance between flexibility and predictability.  How to strike this balance 
was one of the main areas of feedback that attendees at the event provided. Not surprisingly, people 
liked having both: flexibility for homeowners to make changes to their property and predictability for 
neighbors to understand what their neighborhood may look like in the future. When considering their 
own property, people want to make reasonable changes without unnecessarily struggling with a 
complicated and costly process. They also want to preserve the financial investment they have made in 
their home, often the largest investment a person or family will make in their lifetime. 

Table discussions discussed how to determine what type of changes should be deemed appropriate. 
Both the presentation and group discussions focused on how tools in zoning that can help homeowners 
determine if changes fit in with the context of the neighborhood or street. 
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Community Feedback: Lot Types and Context Based Zoning 

 

Staff presented the idea of using neighborhood-specific contexts that are more individualized to the 
varying areas of Newton.  This concept resonated with many of the attendees who like the idea of a 
zoning code that reflects this variation more precisely. The biggest question that arose from table 
discussions is where and how the context of an area is measured; in other words, what is the baseline 
for defining the context? 

Attendees were largely surprised at the high proportion of lots in Newton – 87% - 95% - that are 
currently non-conforming to the Zoning Ordinance. With regard to context, one table wondered, if 87% 
doesn’t conform with current zoning, how will the context be determined? Attendees recognized they 
most likely live in a non-conforming home or lot and therefore want to know, how will the new zoning 
take into account these properties.  Several tables supported having minimum lot sizes be more flexible.  

Not surprisingly, many people are concerned about teardowns of older homes in neighborhoods and 
how new, larger homes change the look and feel of a street. If a house is torn down, at least one table 
suggested, new zoning rules should apply to the new building. A similar idea was that lot sizes should 
become conforming if a house is torn down. Concern about tear downs also led to the question of 
whether newer building stock would be used as part of the context for an area of if older building stock 
would be used.  Several tables recommended that contextual measurements could be made as an 
average of the homes’ dimensions found a particular street. The ability to use the Pattern Book as part 
of this exercise is one that will prove useful as the project moves forward. 

In general, people want to find ways for the new zoning ordinance to protect modest homes and protect 
older homes. In some cases, as one table pointed out, doing a rehab to an old home is too expensive, so 
tear downs shouldn’t be banned altogether. Accessory apartments were brought up, again, as a way to 
encourage existing housing stock to remain while allowing for marginally more units. 
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Community Feedback: Proposed Dimensional Controls Policy  

 

While FAR is probably a new and somewhat complicated zoning tool for most people at the event, table 
discussions provided thoughtful feedback on proposed dimensional controls.  Overall, people thought 
dimensional regulations for the volume of the home should dictate that any allowed growth be 
proportionate to the lot, neighborhood, and account for topography. Because of Newton’s topography, 
people understood the need for more precise way to measure height especially on hilly lots. Many 
expressed concern about lots that are regraded and the effects this may have on run-off issues and 
erosion. For setbacks, people liked the idea of ensuring that setbacks relate to the size of the lot.  
Residents want to see their access to sunlight protected and are interested in height and dimensional 
controls that take shadowing effects on abutting properties into consideration. 

Community Feedback: Proposed Garage Policy 
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Attendees largely understood the need to limit garage dimensions and their orientation in order to 
support strong connection between homes and the street. Several tables supported the proposal to 
have garages set back from the front of a home. Some people wondered about locating garages on the 
sides of properties instead of facing the street. The need to respect and meet the homeowners need for 
flexibility does need to be taken into consideration, however.  One table pointed out the garage 
ordinance may want to consider predictions about future personal car ownership and changing 
transportation options such as ride share and autonomous vehicles. 

Community Feedback: Proposed Fence Policy 

 

No objections were raised in the table discussions to moving the fence ordinance into the Zoning 
Ordinance. People generally understand the need to regulate fences because of visibility and safety of 
vehicular movement on the street, especially for corner lots. Furthermore, some people expressed that, 
in general, large fences on a front yard are not desirable. 

Groups agreed that there need to be more restrictive rules for retaining walls. Because of how retaining 
walls change the topography of a lot, people expressed concern for both the need to upkeep retaining 
walls, manage stormwater flow, and meanwhile find a way to deal with sloped lots. 

Community Feedback: General 

Some more general comments emerged during the discussion portion of the event. Enforcement was a 
topic of discussion for single- and two-family homeowners. It was pointed out how challenging it is for 
neighbors to report zoning violations and people want inspection and enforcement activities to be 
carried out by the City.  The Special Permit process was also brought up and people expressed concern 
that it seems arbitrary, costly, and complicated for the average single- and two-family homes. At least 
two tables suggested that a zoning board or planning board be more involved in this process instead of 
City Council. 
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As in previous events, people expressed affinity for Newton’s villages. People appreciate that Newton 
has many villages instead of one downtown and that each village has its own context and character. One 
table discussed how to preserve village centers and add new uses like promoting co-working spaces, 
while preserving existing office uses. One group pointed out the goal of sustainability and how to use 
zoning to encourage density, limit house size, and increase the walkability of Newton’s neighborhoods. 
The need for housing that meets the needs of an aging population was also brought up. It will be 
important for zoning and building code to allow Newton homeowners to easily retrofit single- and two-
family homes with ramps, elevators, attached garages, and overall flexibility for aging-in-place.  Zoning 
that encourages smaller homes, cluster housing and ways to protect moderately-prices, existing homes 
are priorities that emerged from this event. At the next event in the series, Housing for Whom: Zoning, 
Affordability, and Fair Housing on December 14th, 2017 these particular aspects of the Zoning Redesign 
conversation will continue.  The informational sheet for the upcoming event is also appended to this 
document. As a final note, staff received many positive comments about the Zoning Redesign process, 
the event series, the website, and materials published for each event. 

 






